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SURFACES WITH SIMPLE GEODESICS

By

Yury Nikolayevsky

Abstract. A regular submanifold in a Euclidean space RN is called

a submanifold with simple geodesies if allits geodesies have constant

Frenet curvatures in RN. A submanifold with congruent simple

geodesies is called helical.We prove that a compact surface with

simple geodesies is either a rational torus, or the image of the unit

sphere S2(l) <= R3 under a polynomial map F : R3 ―>RN of the

special structure. As a corollary, a compact surface F2 c RN is

helicalif F2 = R{S2), where > = (<2i<X>i,...,am<bm) and O,- the i-th

eigenmap of the Laplacian of S2.

1

Introduction

The main object of our study is surfaces with simple geodesies, that is, with

geodesies of constant Frenet curvatures. Although the hypothesis of having

simple geodesies proves to be rather tightin low codimensions, it does not appear

so restrictivejust on its own. While imposing very strong conditions on the

intrinsicgeometry of the surface (we will see that a compact surface with simple

geodesies has constant non-negative Gauss curvature), this hypothesis leaves

plenty of freedom for its shape. In fact, it appears that surfaces with simple

geodesies in a Euclidean space of dimension N are parametrized by the points of

a cone with a nonempty interiorin the space of polynomials of degree O(＼/N) in

three real variables. By contrast, helicalsurfaces, surfaces with congruent simple

geodesies, are quite rigid and can be constructed in a uniform way using spherical

functions [131.
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Definition 1 [9]. A regular curve in a Euclidean space is called a W-curve if

all its Frenet curvatures are constant.

A W-curve y a RN can be written in the form:

d

y{t) =a + ^ + ^(£>/Cos(/V)+/sin(/V)), (1)

where t is an arclength (or an affine) parameter, 0 < pi{ < ･･ ･ < fid, and b,e＼,...,

ed,f＼,---,fd are orthogonal vectors in RN satisfying ||e/||= ＼＼f(＼＼^ 0 for all

/ = 1,..., d. The number d is called the order of the W^-curve y.

We will equally utilise another, more geometrically transparent, definition of

W^-curves which makes no use of Frenet curvatures and higher order derivatives:

Definition 1'. A regular curve y in a Euclidean space is called a W-curve if

the length of a chord of y is a function of the length of the arc with the same

endooints.

As we see from (1), the function in Definition 1' is a quasipolynomial with

coefficientsdetermined by Frenet curvatures of y. The Frenet curvatures, in turn,

can be restored from this function.

In 1982 D. Ferus, S. Schirrmacher [6] and K. Sakamoto [11] introduced the

following notions:

Definition 2. A regular submanifold F a RN is called a submanifold with

simple geodesies (shortly, SG-submanifold) if allthe geodesies of F are ^-curves.

If, in addition, all of them are congruent the submanifold is called helical.

An isometricimmersion of a Riemannian manifold is called an immersion

with simple geodesies (helicalimmersion), if its image has simple geodesies

(respectively,is helical).

Example 1. Among the surfaces in R3, only planes, spheres and circular

cylinders are SG-surfaces. Spheres and planes are helical,and cylinders are not.

Compact SG-surfaces in R4 and R5 are classifiedin [6, 8]. Besides those that lie

in some R3, there is a Clifford torus in R4 and a Veronese surface in R5.

A class of minimal nonhelical SG-immersions of S3 to S24 was studied in

[101.
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Example 2. Let Fx cz RN＼ F2 c RNl be two SG-submanifolds. Then their

Cartesian product F＼x Fi c RN^+Nl- is also an SG-submanifold. A totally

geodesic submanifold of an SG-submanifold is an SG-submanifold itself.

Combining these observations, we can construct new SG-immersions from the old

ones as follows: suppose _/): M ―>RNi, i = 1,...,_/?are isometric SG-immersions

of a Riemannian manifold M. Then the immersion / = (a＼fx,...,apfp) : M ―>■RN

with {at} constants satisfying J2f=＼af = ^ anc^ N = X]f=i ^ ^s a^so an isometric

SG-immersion.

Another example of this sort can be constructed as follows: let Tn

be a Clifford torus defined by an immersion f:R"―>R2n, f(x＼,...,xn) =

(n cos x＼,r＼sinxj,...,rncos xn, rnsinxn), rt > 0 for 1 <i<n. Choose a linear

subspace L a R". Then /(£) czi?2w is an SG-submanifold. It is compact if and

only if L has a basis of rational vectors. In this case, we call f(L) a rational

Example 3. The special orthogonal group SO(n) is a submanifold with

simple geodesies in the Euclidean space of n x ^-matrices. Since any (simply

connected) symmetric space of compact type and a flat torus can be immersed

as totally geodesic submanifolds in SO(n) for sufficientlylarge n, we get an

SG-immersion of any symmetric space of non-negative curvature. We know

no examples of SG-submanifolds that are not locally homogeneous, as well as no

examples of SG-submanifolds of negative curvature. It seems natural to con-

jecture that a Riemannian manifold admitting an immersion with simple geo-

desiesis homogeneous and of non-negative sectional curvature. Note that the part

of this conjecture relating to the curvature sign fails to be true in the Hilbert

space, even for helical submanifolds. The Bieberbach isometric embedding of

the unit disc{z e C : ＼z＼< 1} with hyperbolic metric in L2 defined by X2m-＼―

Re(zm)/v/m, X2,n= Im(zw)/v/m m = 1,2,... is equivariant and therefore helical

[2]. Another example comes from the theory of harmonic manifolds: by [12] a

non-compact harmonic manifold can be helicallyimmersed in the Hilbert space.

The Damek-Ricci spaces [5]immersed in L2 in this way give an infinitefamily of

helical submanifolds in L2, with sectional curvature taking negative values.

Example 4. Let kk ――k{k-＼-＼),A:= 0,1,... be the eigenvalues of the

Laplacian on the sphere S2 and {Vk} the corresponding eigenspaces. Then

dim Vk = 2k + 1 and Vk is the space of homogeneous harmonic polynomials of

degree k in the space R3 restricted to the unit sphere S2 c J?3. Explicitly, Vk is

spanned by the functions Re((cixi +^2X2 + ^3X3)^)^2, where c= {c＼,C2,ci)runs
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over the set of isotropic vectors in C3 [7]. Let (^,... ,^+1) be an L2(S2)-

orthonormal basis in V^. Then the eigenmap % = (<f>l,...,<f>jk+l): S2 -> R2k+l is

a homothetic immersion of the sphere with simple geodesies [1, 11]. Using the

construction from the example 2 we get an immersion <D = (ai<J>i,...,ap<l>p):

S2 -^ RN which has simple geodesies and is isometric under an appropriate

normalization of the constants {a^}- What is more, the immersion <J>is helical,

since it satisfiesthe equation

mx)-<S>(y)＼＼=f{d(Xiy)) , (2)

for any two unit vectors x,y e J?3,where d is the spherical distance. The results of

[13] show that all the helicalimmersions of CROSS'S are of this form.

For an SG-immersion of the sphere, the distance|| >(x)―<!>(>>)||,x,ye

^(ljcif3 may depend also on a geodesic,thatis,both on thelength and on the

directionof the vector xxj, where x is the cross-productin i?3.

This justifiesthe following definition:

Definition 3. A polynomial map F : R3 ―>J?^ is called an SG-map, if itis

an orthogonal sum of two maps Fe : R3 ^ RN>, Fo: R3 -^ RN＼ F = Fe R Fo :

R3 -> J?^1 0 i?^2 = J?^ such that

1. Fe is an even polynomial map satisfying

||F,M-F,O0||2 = />(*xj') (3)

for any unit vectors x,yeR3, with P an even polynomial in R3, P(0) =0.

2. Fo is an odd polynomial map satisfying

<F0{x),F0(y)> = R(x,y) =
m£ (x,yyi-lS2m-2i(xx y)

(4)

for any vectors x,yeR3, with Sim-u (i=l,...,m) even homogeneous poly-

nomials, deg Sjm-n ― 2m ―2i.

3. The map F is homothetic on the unit sphere S2(l) c R3.

An SG-map takes the unit sphere in R3 to a surface with simple geodesies,

but in general, non-helical. Indeed, let e be a unit vector in R3 and c a great

circleon S2 dual to e. Take two orthogonal vectors e＼,ei c. Then by (3),(4) for

any two points u = coste＼+ sinfe2, v = cos^ei + sin5^2 on c, the length of the

segment F(u)F(v) depends only on d(u,v) = arccoscos(7 ―s). So, the image of
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every great circleof S2 is a UK-curve in RN, and these W^-curves may be non-

congruent for different circles(see Example 5 below).

In Section 2, we give an explicitconstruction of SG-maps. It appears that

they stand in one-to-one correspondence with the points of a cone with a non-

empty interiorin the proper space of polynomials in three variables. The helical

immersions of a sphere constitute a set of positive codimension among immer-

sions with simple geodesies.

Our main result is the following theorem:

Theorem. Let F2 a RN be a compact surface with simple geodesies. Then

either

(1) F2 is a flat rational torus, or

(2) F2 is the image of the unit sphere in J?3 under an SG-map.

For helical surfaces we obtain:

Proposition. A compact helical surface is the image of a sphere under the

map $> = (≪i<X>i,...,ap0>p) : S2 ― RN, where % is the k-th eigenmap of the

Laplacian of S2.

This follows directly from the Lemma in Section 3 and the result of [13].

Throughout the paper, we use <, >, |||| and x for the Euclidean inner

product, Euclidean length and the cross-product in a three-space regardless of the

number field.Complex vectors of zero Euclidean length are called isotropic. We

also denote dA the area element on the unit sphere S2(l) c R3; and ^ the space

of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in J?3. All the objects (surfaces, maps,

manifolds) are smooth enough (say Cx).

2. Simple Geodesies Maps

In this Section,we give an algorithm for constructingSG-maps. Consider

separatelythe maps of even and of odd degree.

Even maps.

To constructa polynomial Fe of a given degree In, we startwith the map

*F = (T2,...,T2≪):R3^RN,N = 2n2 + 3w, where T^ :I?3 -> ,R2/:+1is a vector

functionof homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degree k thatare orthonormal

in L2(S2). The restrictionof the map Wk to the unit sphere is %, the k-th.
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eigenmap of the Laplacian of S2. The surface^(S2) is helicaland we have

＼＼*＼(x)-*＼(y)＼＼2= G(xxy) =
n

£

k=＼

ck＼＼xx.y＼＼2k

for unit vectors x, y and some constants c＼,...,cn. Moreover, the map T is mass-

symmetric, that is, jS2 x＼{x)dA{x) = 0.

Now pick an arbitrary polynomial H(z) e ^0 c ^2 c ･･･ c ^in and set

P(z) = H(z)+AG{z) = E PAz), P^e&n

the constant A to be determined later.

Find a map Fe satisfying(3) with the polynomial P. After a parallel

translationwe may always assume Fe to be mass-symmetric. Averaging (3) over

the unit sphere llvll= 1 gives ＼＼Fe(x)＼＼2+ C = Q(x), where

Q(x)

and C = (An) l js2＼＼Fe{y)＼＼2dA{y).Averaging once again over the unit

sphere ||x||= 1, we find C = (U)~l Js2Q(x)dA{x). From (3) (Fe(x),Fe(y))=

―(P(x x y) + 2C ―Q(x) - Q(y))/2 for any two unit vectors xje R3. Now set

P ―P(x,y) to be a homogeneous polynomial of degree In in x and of degree 2n

in y that coincideswith the polynomial ―(P(xx y) +2C - Q(x) - Q(y))/2 on

the product of spheres S2 x S2 = ＼{x,y)e R6 : ||x = llyll= 1}, that is,

P(x,y) = --
^ 2=1

i'2,-(xX^)|W|2"-2/||^||2"-2'- + C||jC||2B|b||2"

＼y＼＼2n
n

E

;=o

<22/(*)||x||2"-2'--||x||2*

n

^Q2i{y)＼＼y＼＼2n'2i
)

-n /

The polynomial P is a symmetric bilinear form in the space #2°≪°f mass-

symmetric homogeneous polynomials of degree In. Choose a basis i//(x) =

(i//l(x),...,iJ/N(x)) in 0>2n an£* define a symmetric NxN matrix Sf(P) by the

equation P(x,y) = J2aj=＼ ^?(P)a.p}l/a.(x)xlJii{y)-The matrix £f(P) depends linearly

on P and is positive definite for P = G (in fact, Sf(G) is an identical matrix in the

basis i//of coordinate functions of maps ||x||2"~2/::vP2A:(x)k= 1,...,≪). So, picking

a large enough constant A, we assure the non-negativeness of the matrix 6f(P).

Let j/ be a square root of £f{P), that is, =9"(P) = 's/jrf. Then the polynomial
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map

Fe(x) =
<s?ij/(x)

satisfies(3) for the given polynomial P on the right-hand side.

Conversely, every map Fe respecting (3) can be obtained in thisway. So, the

set {i^,degFe = 2n} is in a one-to-one correspondence with the points of a cone

with non-empty interior in the space ^fo c &? c ･･･ c ^V

Odd maps.

The construction of the map Fo is similar to that for the map Fe. To find the

map Fo of degree 2m ―1 rewrite the right-hand side of (4) in the form

R(x,y) = S(x,y) + B(x,y)2m~＼ S(x,y) =
^

(x,y}2i-lS2m^2i(xx y)

i=＼

for x,jei?3, with B the constant to be determined later.

The polynomial R{x,y) is a symmetric bilinear form in the space SPjm-x-

Let 3~{R) be its matrix in some basis a{x) ―(<j＼(x),...,ctm{x)) in 0>2m-i,

(M = dim^2m-i = 2m2+m). Then ZT{R) = 2T{S) +fi^r≪x,j;>2w"1). Since the

matrix &~{(x,y}2m~l) is positive definite(it is diagonal with positive elements

on the diagonal in the basis of monomials in ^m-i), we can make 3~(R) non-

negative taking the constant B large enough. Find a matrix M such that

y{R) = '&&. Then the polynomial map

F0(x) = Ra{x)

satisfies(4) for the given polynomial R on the right-hand side.

Conversely, every map Fo respecting (4) can be obtained in this way and the.

set {F0,degF0 = 2m ―1} is in a one-to-one correspondence with the points of a

cone with non-empty interior in the space ^o c '^i c ■･･ c ^im-i-

The map Fo takes the unit sphere into a sphere in RM, and maps antipodal

points to antipodal. In contrast, the image of the unit sphere under Fe does not in

general lie in any sphere in RN, although Fe is mass-symmetric, and the antipodal

points are mapped to the same point, that is, the resulting surface is an immersed

projective plane.

To complete the construction of an SG-map, we need the map F = Fe c Fo :

J?3 ―>■RN+M to be homothetic on the unit sphere. Take orthonormal vectors

x,y e R3 and set z ― x x y. Then by (3), (4) for small t

＼＼F(x)- Fixcost + ysmt)＼＼2= (P2(z) + ((2m- l)B - 2S2(z))t2 + o(t2).
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The map F is homothetic if, and only if, the quadratic polynomial on the

right-hand side is constant on the unit sphere {||z||= 1}. This can be easily

achieved by taking Pi{z) = 252 (z) + C＼＼z＼＼with some constant C. Note that the

map F remains homothetic when we change the constants A and B.

Example 5. Take P(z) = Uz＼ + 12z22, R(x,y) = 4<x,.y>3 - 6<jc,y) x

{x＼y2―X2y＼)2.The SG-map F : R3 -+ Ru constructed on these polynomials is of

the form

F(xi,x2,X3) = {2x＼ - 3x＼x＼,＼/＼5x＼xl,2＼/l>x＼xl,

2x＼- 3>x2x＼,y/＼5x2x＼,2Vlx2xl,

2x＼,Zx^{x＼-x＼), y/lxi(x＼+xj), 6x＼x2x3,

-4(Jf? + ^2 - 2x32),3>/2xix3,3V2x2x3).
v3

The image of the unit sphere xj +x＼+ x＼= 1 under the map F is a non-helical

surface with simple geodesies of order not greater than three which is isometric to

the sphere of radius 2＼/6.

3. Proof of the Theorem

Let F2 cz RN be a compact surface with simple geodesies, and let M2 be

its underlying Riemannian manifold, that is, F2 =f(M2), f : M2 ―>･RN an

isometric immersion. Denote UM the unit tangent bundle of M2.

Every geodesic y a F2 is of the form (1) with the linear term bt vanishing

because of compactness. Let £ be a rational linear span of the set {juu... ,pid}

and s ― dimg L. Let {vi,..., vs} be a basis in L. Then ji{= Y^]=＼^iivj->I < i < d

with Wy forming a rational d x s matrix of rank s. Consider a Clifford torus

Td c= RN denned by an immersion / : Rd -> i?^,

/(*1 xd)=a + ^0/cos(x,-)+/■ sin(xr))

/=1

with the vectors a,ej,fj as in (1). Then the closure y of the geodesic y is a flat

rational torus f(L), of dimension s, where L is a (/?-)linearsubspace in Rd

spanned by the columns of the matrix W (as in Example 2). Since the surface F2

is compact, the case s > 2 is not possible. If s = 2, then the surface F2 is a flat

rational torus.
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In the remainder of the proof we consider the case s ― 1, that is, all the ju/s

are rationally dependent for every geodesic y a F2. Then all the geodesies are

closed and therefore have the same period [1].Without loss of generality,suppose

the common period to be 2n. Then all the frequences ^/s are integer, and the

parametric equation of any geodesic y a F2 is of the form

y{t)=a +
nB ek cos( kt) +fk sin(to)), (5)

where e＼,fx,...,en,fn are orthogonal vectors in RN with ||e/;||= ||/J| = r^,

k = 1,...,n and rn ^ 0, although some of r^'s with k < n may vanish. Call the

number n the degree of the geodesic y, n = degy. Similarly, define the degree of a

unit vector p = (x,u) e UM as the degree of the geodesic y(t)=f(expx(tu)). The

Fourrier coefficients

)2n r2n r
y{t)dt, ek(p)=＼ y{t)cos{kt)dt, fk{p)=＼

o Jo J

■In
y(t) sin(Arf)dt

o

are smooth vector functions on UM for k = 1,2,... and so are r^ = ＼＼ek＼＼outside

the zero set of e^. Let D c UM be the set of continuity of the function deg :

UM ―>N, that is,p e D if deg p = deg q for all q e UM in a neighbourhood of /?.

The set D is open and dense in UM. Indeed, suppose U c UM＼D is an open

subset and /?ie £/.Let ≪i= deg/?!. Then there exists a vector p2 e U close

enough to p＼ with rni(p2) ＼"0 and deg/?2 = ≪2> ≪i-In a similar way, we find a

vector /?3 such that rni(p3) # 0, rn,(p3) # 0 and deg/?3 = n^> n2 and so on. This

leads to a contradiction, since the number of nonzero terms in (5) is uniformly

bounded by N/2.

We need the following lemma:

Lemma. A compact surface with simple geodesies has constant Gauss

curvature.

Proof of the Lemma. As already shown, we can restrict ourselves to

surfaces with closed simple geodesies of the period 2n. Take a vector p =

(x,u)eD, degp = n and let y = y(t) =f(expx(tu)) be the geodesic with initial

vector/?. Let Ji{t),Ji{t)be linearlyindependent normal Jacobi vector fieldsalong

y. Since the degree is locally constant in a neighbourhood of/? and the functions

{a,ek,fk) are differentiable,the fieldsJ＼,Jj are trigonometric polynomials in /.

Keeping the notation J% for df(Jx) we have
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m

at cos(kt) + bt sin(fa)), a = 1,2

where ＼<m<n and a%,bleRN. Note that the equation (J{{t),J2(t)}-

(J＼(t),J2'(t)y= const stillholds with ' = d/dt, the covariant derivative in RN.

Introduce the complex parameter z = e" and rewrite the equations of Jacobi

fieldsin the form

Jl(z) = Ql(z)Z-m, J2(z) = Q2(z)z-m, for|z| = l,

where Q＼,Q2 are complex vector polynomials of degree 2m. The vectors J＼(t) and

J2{t) are pointwise collinearin RN, so J＼(z)and J2(z) are pointwise collinearin

RN on the circle ＼z＼= 1, and therefore the polynomial vectors Qi(z),Q2(z) are

(complex) collinear for all z e C. Then there exists a nonisotropic vector poly-

nomial V(z), V : C ―>C^ and scalar polynomials i?i(z),J?2(z) such that Qa =

RXV. Note that R＼{z) and i?2(z) are linearly independant over C.

On the unit circle d/dt = izd/dz and so <//(z),J2(z)> - </i(z),^ (z)> =

const, where ' is for d/dz and <, > is the Euclidean (not Hermitian!) inner

product in CN. This yields the equation (R[R2 - R＼R'2)(V, V) = const.z2 "1

which holds on the unit circle,and therefore all over C. Then R[R2 ―R1R2 =

c＼zl',<K, F> = C2Z2m~'~'with complex constants c＼,c2.The former equation still

holds if we pass from R＼,R2 to their nontrivial linear combinations. So, we can

take R＼ = za + Vpxz＼ R2= j32zcH h zd, where a < c, b < d, p:p2 ^ 0 and

dots are for terms of degrees a < k < b in R＼ and c < k < d in R2. Then

R[R2 - R＼R2 = P2(a - c)za+c~l+ ■■■+ px{b - d)zb+d~l and so Rx =za, R2 = zd,

0 < a < d and /= a + d - 1.

Hence J＼(t)= (Aeiat + Beidt)V{eit)e-imlfor some complex constants A, B and

＼＼J＼{t)＼＼=±y/c:{Aei(a-dW1+ BeiW-aW2). This must be real for te[Q,2n), and

therefore ＼＼J＼{t)＼＼=A＼cos{[a-d)t/2)+B＼sm((a-d)t/2) with AUB＼ real con-

stants. So, the Gauss curvature of M2 is constant along the geodesic y, that is,

along any geodesic with initialvector from the open dence subset D a UM. By

continuity, it is constant everywhere on M2. □

Back to the proof of the Theorem, we conclude that the surface F2 is

isometric either to a sphere or to a projective plane. However, it will be more

convenient to consider F2 as the image of a unit sphere under a homothetic

immersion / : 52(1) -> RN.

The functions r^, k = 1,...,n, the amplitudes, initiallyintroduced as the

functions on the unit tangent bundle, can be now pulled down on the projective
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plane, the space of geodesies of the sphere, and then liftedup to the sphere. For

a point ze S2{＼)c R3 let c(t)<= $2(1) be its dual great circle, te[0,2n) an

arclensth Darameter. Then

'*(*)
(≪:

f{c(t))cos(kt)dtM
J

o

7(*(0)sin(fc)*)
2＼l/2

The functions 7>(z), k ― 1,...,≪so defined are even continuous functions on the

unit sphere. Making use of (5), we obtain

ll/to-/OOII2 =
n

k=＼

2k(z)(2-2cos(kd(x,y))) (6)

where x,y ^ ±x e S2(l), z is a unit vector orthogonal both to x and y, and

d(x,y) is the spherical distance.

An isometric (or a homothetic) immersion of a compact Riemannian

manifold in a Euclidean space is called an immersion of finite type, if all

the components of its position vector are finitesums of eigenfunctions of the

Laplacian on the manifold [3].In particular,an immersion of a circlegiven by (5)

is of finite type. Then, from [4, Theoreme 1], the surface F2 is a finite type

immersed sphere. Since the eigenvectors of the Laplacian of S2 are homoge-

neous polynomials in R3 restricted to S2, we conclude that F2 is the image of

S2{1) c R3 under a polynomial map F : R3 -> RN.

Show that F is an SG-map as in Definition 3. First of all,prove that it splits

on the orthogonal sum of an even and an odd map. Let F = F＼+ i% where F＼is

an even polynomial map and F2 is an odd one. Since we are interested only in the

values of the map F on the unit sphere, we can multiply the terms of lower

degree by an appropriate power of ||x||2to make F＼ and F2 homogeneous.

Moreover, after paralleltranslation we may assume F to be mass-symmetric, that

is, ＼S2F(x)dA(x) = 0. Let x and y be two points on S2(l) on the distance

0 < to < n and let z e R3 be a unit vector collinear to x x y. From (6)

＼＼F(x) - F(y)＼＼2

n

k=＼

2k(z)(2-2cos(kt0))

= ＼＼Fl(x)-Fl(y)＼＼2+ ＼＼F2(x)-F2(y)＼＼2

+ 2<F1(x) - F1(y),F2(x) - F2(y)).

Replacing (x,y) by (-x,-y) we get (Fi(x) - F＼{y),F2{x) - F2(y)) = 0. Aver

aging this equation over the unit sphere {IIvll= 1} we obtain (F＼(x),F2(x)} = 0
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and therefore (F＼(x),F2(y)} + <Fi(j),F2(x)> = 0. Finally, changing y to ―y we

get <i7i(x),F2(j)> = 0 for all x,_ye S2(＼)<= R3. This gives an orthogonal de-

composition RN = RNl 0 RN2 such that F} :I?3 -> .R^1 and F2 : R3 -^ RN-.

We shall write iv, Fo instead of Fj, F2 respectively. Both iv and Fy (if

nonzero) map great circlesof the unit sphere 5*2(1)£R3 onto W^-curves. We want

to show that the maps Fe, Fo satisfy(3), (4) respectively.

Consider the map Fo first.Since Fo is odd, it maps the great circles on

H^-curves with odd frequences only, that is, on the curves of the form

/
7(0 E (e2k-i cos((2k - 1)/) +f2k-＼ sin((2fr - 1)?))

where 2/ ― 1 = degF0 and {^2/-i,/2^-i}3 y＼& = 1,
■■･,

/ are orthogonal vectors in

RNl, not all zeros, with ||e2A--i||= IIZ^-ill- Then ||y(OH is constant and therefore

||ir0(x)|||52n)is constant, hence F0(S2(l)) lies in a sphere in RNl centered at the

origin. Furthermore, from (6) for orthonormal vectors x, z e R3

(F0(x),F0(co$,tx + sintx x z)> =
V 2 /

k=＼

z)cos((2A:- 1)0

Decomposing the left-hand side by sines and cosines of multiple angles and

taking into account the parity arguments, we see that r＼_x{z), k― 1,...,/ are

polynomials in x, z which are of even degree both in x and in z. Integrating by x

over a unit circle in S2(l) dual to z we find that every function r＼k_xis a

restriction of an even polynomial to 5'2(1).

From (6), for unit vectors x,y ＼"±x

/

<F0{x),F0(y)> =
Yt'2k-

k=＼

.(
X

＼＼x

X

X

y

_

y＼＼

)

cos((2k-＼)d(x,y))

Decomposing cos((2A:―l)d(x,y)) by odd powers of <x,_y> and substitutingr＼k_x

we get

/

(Fo(x):Fo(y)} =
T

t<x,y>2k-lS2l.2Jc(xxy)＼＼xxy＼＼-2p
k=＼

where S2i-2k,k= 1,...,/are even polynomials in R3. Since Fo is homogeneous

and ||x|| ＼＼y＼＼= ＼＼xx y＼＼2-f <x,j>2, this equation remains valid for any pair of

non-collinear vectors x,y e R3 (with some different even polynomials S2i-ik)- We

claim that all the {S2i-2k{z)} are divisible by ＼＼z＼2p.Indeed, suppose that for some

1 < n < p all the polynomials iSji-ikiz)} are divisible by llzl!2^"2",but at least
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one of them is not divisible by ＼＼z＼＼2p2w+2. Multiplying both sides of the latter

equation by ||xx_y||2" we get

I* x y＼＼2Q(x,y)= J^ (x.y^Ux x y)

i

(?)

where none of the even polynomials 7/ = 7}(z) is divisible by ||z||. This

polynomial equation holds for any non-collinear vectors x,je J?3, and therefore,

for any x,y e C3. Then by the Hilbert zero theorem there exists zq e C3 such that

|zo||2 = 0 and r,-(z0) =£0 for all i. Choose xo,yo e C3, xo nonisotropic, such that

xo x yQ = zo. Then the substitution of x = xq, y = txo + yo, t e C to (7) leads to a

contradiction.

Thus, the equation

/

(F0(x),F0(y)} = J2 <x,y>2k-l$2i-2k(* x y)

k=＼

holds for all x,_yei?3 with Sii-ik,k― 1,...,/ even polynomials in J?3.Com-

paring the degrees, we see that {Sji-ik} are homogeneous and deg S2/-2A:=

2/ - 2k. So, the map Fo satisfies(4).

The arguments for the even map Fe : J?3-^ RNl are prettymuch the same as

for Fo, although the image Fe(S2(l)) does not need to liein a sphere in RNl.

By (6)

||iv(x) ― Fe(costx + sintx x z)＼＼= 4 X>i(z)sm2(£O

k=＼

for any orthonormal vectors x, z e R3. Then every function r＼kis a restriction of

an even polynomial in R3 to S2(i) a R3.

Using (6) again, with unit vectors x,y =£±x e R3, we get

＼＼Fc(x)-Fe(y)＼＼2= P(xxy)＼＼xxy＼＼-2p,

for some even polynomial P. To establish (3) we need to prove that the right-

hand side is actually a polynomial, that is, that P(z) is divisible by ＼＼z＼＼2p.Suppose

this is not true and the right-hand side of the latter equation is already reduced to

the least possible value of p. Then the polynomial P(z) is not divisible by ||z||

and with some polynomial Q

＼＼xxy＼＼2Q(x,y) = P(xxy) (8)
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on the product of unit spheres in R6. This equation stillholds on the com-

plex quadric {(x,y)eC6 : x＼+ x＼+ x＼= y＼+ y^+yj = 1}- Indeed, let R(x,y),

x e R3, y e R3 be a real polynomial that vanishes on the product of unit spheres

{||x||= ＼＼y＼＼= 1} in R3 RR3 = R6. Perform an inversion with the center (1,0,0)

and the radius 2 in the x-space, and with the center (1,0,0) and the radius 2 in

the j^-space. The polynomial R then transforms to a rational function R(x,y)

vanishing on the linear subspace x＼= y＼= 0. Then the complex rational function

R{x,y), x,y C3 vanishes on the subspace x＼= y＼= 0 in C6 and so does R(x,y)

on the complex quadric Ux,y) e C6 : llxll2= llyll2= 1}.

By the Hilbert zero theorem we can find an isotropic nonzero

z0 e C3 such that P(z0) # 0. Let z0 = u + /u, u,v e R3

orthogonal both to u and v and such that the triple(u

and w e R3 a. unit

vector

vector

v, w) is positively oriented

in R3. Then the cross-product of the unit vectors x = w ―izq and y = w is zo,

which leads to a contradiction in (8).

Thus, the polynomial map Fe satisfies(3) and, consequently, the map F is a

simple geodesic.

The author would like to thank the referee for valuable comments.

□
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